EPS LIFE AT SEA PROGRAMME

Eastern Pacific Shipping’s mission is to be the safe and efficient transportation provider of
choice to the shipping industry. That means EPS needs to be at the forefront of innovation
and building on our reputation for excellence in the way we serve our customers, run our
business and impact the environment.
EPS is currently undergoing unprecedented growth with an orderbook of 70 ships, pushing
us to over 20 million DWT under management. To manage this exponential growth in a fastchanging environment, EPS is shifting its culture from managing ships to leading people.
Supporting this culture shift is the EPS Life at Sea Programme - a robust initiative designed
to improve the long term mental and physical wellbeing of our 6,000 strong workforce.
While the programme is intended to enhance the quality of life onboard today, it is also an
investment for the next generation of seafarers. In addition, the programme plays a key
role in supporting EPS’ rapid growth where attracting and retaining talent is a necessity.
The EPS Life at Sea Programme includes a comprehensive set of benefits such as:
Reimagined Accommodations
New and modern spaces create
an inclusive and collaborative
environment onboard, making time
spent at sea an enjoyable experience.
The reimagined living arrangements
strengthens camaraderie, develops
a sense of belonging, and forges an
integrated culture across sea and shore
– all of which are crucial elements to
feeling, being safe, and appreciated.
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Increased Connectivity
EPS provides seafarers with two hours
of free Wi-Fi per day in common
areas, free monthly data packages,
and increased bandwidth. Since
the onset of COVID-19, free data
allotments have also been provided
to our seafarers so they may stay in
touch with their loved ones ashore.
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State-of-the-Art Gymnasiums
Our vessels are fully equipped with
high-quality gyms that promote
an active lifestyle. This is proven to
have an array of long term physical
and mental benefits, such as injury
prevention, an increased ability to
focus, and improved reaction times.

Dedicated Physical Readiness
Coaches
To complement our state-of-theart-gymnasiums, dedicated EPS
Coaches share tips and exercises
through a virtual Physical Readiness
Programme that guides the EPS
Community to achieve balanced
strength, endurance, and mental
resilience through functional and
body weight training methods.

Culinary Consultant
EPS’ in-house Culinary Consultant
enhances the way meals are prepared
onboard. Our Culinary Consultant has
decades of experience running several
high-end restaurants and working
as a private chef for top political
and business leaders. He works with
our cooks to create easy, nutritious,
and, most importantly, mouthwatering menus for our ship staff.
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Culinary Training
To further enhance their skills,
our cooks have been undergoing
training by executive chefs at the
Hyatt Regency Hotel Gurgaon, India
since last year. The intensive five-day
culinary training covers an extensive
range of topics such as knife skills for
varying cuts of vegetables and meat,
creation of spice mixes, tips and tricks
to perfect various global cuisines, and
many more. As travel restrictions ease,
we will be extending the training to
EPS cooks from all over the world.

Pizza Ovens
In line with our vision to deliver a
world-class culinary experience to
the EPS Community onboard, EPS has
procured high end professional-grade
pizza ovens to be installed onboard all
vessels fleetwide. Pizzas are delicious
and the process of making them can be
a perfect way to bring people together.
Ship staff onboard can get together
to make the perfect pizza dough, get
creative with pizza toppings and more.
Hydroponics
EPS has been exploring sustainable
ways to grow nutritious greens
onboard. To kick this off, our colleagues
onboard M/V Mount Hermon
embarked on a trial with a state-of-theart hydroponics system in May 2021.
During the trial, the team onboard
took turns to nurture seedlings into
full-grown lettuce and celebrated their
first harvest with a taste test. We are
now looking to make this available
fleetwide following the successful trial.
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Company-wide Contests and
Challenges
At EPS, connectivity also refers to a
human connection. That is why we have
sea and shore-wide team-building
contests and challenges. These
include cook-offs, physical challenges,
singing and art competitions,
and more. These company-wide
initiatives are hosted on an internal
social media platform, which creates
an accessible, interactive, and
engaging online EPS Community.

Photo: Winner of The Fittest EPS’er Challenge
2021 - Capt. David Tevdoradze

Photo: An entry from our poster design challenge open to the
EPS Community across sea and shore as well as their children.

Internal Social Network
Our internal social network allows our
entire 6,000 strong sea and shore
team foster a robust, interactive, and
engaging online community. Members
of the EPS Community can use this
platform to share knowledge of best
practices, recognise co-workers for
putting the company’s core values
into action, congratulate team mates
on work-related milestones, conduct
interactive polls, surveys and more.
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Corporate Social Responsibility
(EPS Cares Initiative)
This year, EPS hosted its annual
EPS Around the World fundraiser to
raise S$1 million to benefit a most
deserving charity, The Mission to
Seafarers – a global charity that
provides essential support to the
people who are the backbone of
our industry. The fundraiser called
on The EPS Community, partners,
sponsors, friends and family across
sea and shore to walk, run or cycle
100,000km from 2-22 February.
The spirit of the maritime community took over right from the start and by the end of the
fundraiser, EPS saw over 5,000 participants worldwide engage in over 7,500 activities to move
217,448 km while raising over S$1.58 million for The Mission to Seafarers.
Professional Mental Health Support
On top of the inherent physically and mentally demanding nature of life at sea, the long-drawn
global effects of COVID-19 have also weighed heavily on the mental wellbeing of our sea and
shore colleagues alike. EPS understands that long periods away from families, loved ones, along
with heightened restrictions due to COVID-19, can all take their toll. Results from recent studies
is further proof that more needs to be done to protect the mental wellbeing of our people.
This is why EPS has engaged a team of professional clinical psychologists with a deep and
comprehensive understanding of the maritime industry. They provide a 24/7 helpline,
bespoke campaigns on specific issues such as coping with stress, depression, employee
conflict, fears, and anxieties. They also focus on uplifting topics such as gratitude, daily
affirmations, diversity, positive communications, diversity, resilience, and compassion. Proper
mental hygiene is crucial for a safe, positive, and healthy life and working environment.
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Annex: Reimagined Accommodations

Annex: Pizza Ovens
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Annex: Company-wide Contests and Challenges
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Annex: Internal Social Network
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